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MODEL STRUCTURES ON THE CATEGORY OF COMPLEXES OF
QUIVER REPRESENTATIONS
PAYAM BAHIRAEI, RASOOL HAFEZI
Abstract. In this paper, we study the category C(Rep(Q,G)) of complexes of represen-
tations of quiver Q with values in a Grothendieck category G. We develop a method
for constructing some model structures on C(Rep(Q,G)) based on componentwise notion.
Moreover we also show that these model structures are monoidal. As an application of
these model structures we introduce some descriptions of the derived category of com-
plexes of representations of Q in Mod-R. In particular, we set Q = A2 and consider the
morphism category H(R) and its two full subcategories, monomorphism category S(R)
and epimorphism category F(R). We show that the well know equivalence between S(R)
and F(R) can be extended to an auto-equivalence of derived category of H(R).
1. Introduction
The notion of cotorsion pairs (or cotorsion theory) was invented by [Sal79] in the category
of abelian groups and was rediscovered by Enochs and coauthors in the 1990’s. In short, a
cotorsion pair in an abelian category A is a pair (F , C) of classes of object of A each of which
is the orthogonal complement of the other with respect to the Ext functor. In recent years
we have seen that the study of cotorsion pairs is especially relevant to study of covers and
envelops, particularly in the proof of the flat cover conjecture [BBE].
There is another usage of cotorsion pairs in abelian model structures introduced by Hovey
in [Hov02]. Hovey noticed that a Quillen model structure on any abelian category A is
equivalent to two complete cotorsion pairs in A which are compatible in a precise way. In
[Gil04], Gillespie began the study of when a cotorsion pair in abelian category A, induces two
compatible cotorsion pairs in C(A), the category of unbounded complexes of A. He applied
Hovey’s approach to define new and interesting abelian model structure on C(R), which is
monoidal in the sense of [Hov99] where R is an associative unitary commutative ring. This
approach was also followed in [Gil06, Gil08, CEG, EER08, EAPT, EEI] in order to find
new classes which give rise to new abelian model structure in certain abelian categories of
unbounded complexes.
The representation theory of quivers is probably one of the most fruitful parts of mod-
ern representation theory because of its various links to other mathematical subjects. Let
Rep(Q,G) be the category of G-valued representations of quiver Q, where G is a Grothendieck
category. There is an interesting question: ’How homological properties in G carry over to
Rep(Q,G)?’ In series of papers Enochs, et al presented descriptions for projective, injective
and flat object of Rep(Q,G) with respect to their local properties. See [EE, EER09, EOT].
In [EHHS], Eshraghi, et al. studied the cotorsion pair in Rep(Q, R). They showed that in
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certain conditions, a complete cotorsion pair in Mod-R can be given a complete cotorsion
pair in Rep(Q, R) and vice versa. Recently in [HJ] Holm and Jorgensen extend this result
about module-valued quiver representations to general M-valued representations where M
is an abelian category. We follow this result and focus on the study of complete cotorsion
pair in the category of complexes of representations of quivers. So we start by a complete
cotorsion pair in C(G) and induce two complete cotorsion pairs in C(Rep(Q,G)). This result
is akin to a result by Gillespie, see [Gil04, Corollary 3.8]. We also show that compatibility in
C(G) can be transferred to these cotorsion pairs.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we recall some generalities on
model structures and provide any background information needed throughout this paper. Sec-
tion 3 provides a method that allow us to induce a Hovey pair in the category C(Rep(Q,G))
of chain complexes over Rep(Q,G), from a certain cotorsion pair in C(G), whenever Q is an
acyclic finite quiver. Therefore based on well-known model structures on C(G) we construct
new model structures on C(Rep(Q,G)). Moreover we also show that these model structures
are monoidal when the model structures are monoidal in C(G). These model structures
are more related with a componentwise notion, so we call them componetwise model struc-
tures. Note that the category Rep(Q,G) is an abelian category hence C(Rep(Q,G)) is an
abelian category. So there are several known model structures on abelian categories but the
componentwise model structures define a different model structure on the abelian category
C(Rep(Q,G)).
In section 4 we introduce some descriptions for D(Rep(Q, R)) the derived category of
complexes of representations of quivers by R-modules (usually abbreviated to D(Q)). First
we consider componetwise projective model structure on C(Q). We characterize the homotopy
relation in this model structure. We then show that if Q is an acyclic finite quiver then we
have the following equivalence
(1.1) D(Q) ∼= K(DGPrjop-Q)
where DGPrjop-Q is defined in section 4. This equivalence is obtained under the canonical
functor K(Q) −→ D(Q). Hence we introduce a subcategory, differ from subcategory of
DG-projective complexes of K(Q) such that equivalent to D(Q) under the canonical functor
K(Q) −→ D(Q). In the next step we characterize D(Q) as a quotient of homotopy category
of representations of projective complexes based on componentwise notion. Indeed we show
that if Q is an acyclic finite quiver, F is a class of objects of Mod-R and C(Q,F) is a class of
all complexes X • ∈ C(Q) such that for each v ∈ V , X •v ∈ C(F), then we have the following
equivalence
D(Q) ∼= K(Q,Prj-R)/Kac(Q,Prj-R)
where K(Q,Prj-R) (resp. Kac(Q,Prj-R)) is the homotopy category of all (resp. acyclic)
complexes X • ∈ C(Q,Prj-R).
In section 5 we draw attention to the morphism category and its two full subcategories,
monomorphism category and epimorphism category. Monomorphism categories appear quite
naturally in various setting and are omnipresent in representation theory, see [RS06, RS1,
RS2, GP]. If R is an associative ring with identity then we denote by H(R) the category of
all maps f in Mod-R. We also denote by S(R) (resp. F(R)) the full subcategory of H(R)
consisting of all monomorphism (resp. epimorphism) maps. There is an equivalence between
S(R) and F(R). Our main motivation in section 5 is to extend this equivalence to an auto-
equivalence of derived category of H(R) by using equivalence (1.1). Note that if H(R) is
the category of all maps f in mod-R and S(R) (resp. F(R)) the full subcategory of H(R)
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consisting of all monomorphism (resp. epimorphism) maps, then we show that the above
equivalence exist for these categories. This equivalence could also be a really useful tool to
study of the properties of representations of these three categories, see [RS1].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. The homotopy category of complexes. Let A be an additive category and C(A)
denote the category of complexes over A. Morphisms f, g : X• → Y • in the category C(A)
of complexes are called homotopic, denoted by f ∼ g, if there exists a family (sn)n∈Z of
morphisms sn : Xn → Y n−1 in A, satisfying fn − gn = dn−1Y s
n + sn+1dnX for all n ∈ Z. It
is easy to check that ∼ is an equivalence relation. The classical homotopy category of A,
denoted by K(A), has the same objects as C(A) but morphisms are the homotopy classes of
morphisms of complexes.
There is also another interpretation of the homotopy category of complexes. In fact in
view of [Hap88], K(A) is the stable category of Frobenius category (C(A),S), where S is the
set of all exact sequences 0• → X• → Y • → Z• → 0• in A such that the exact sequences
0 → X i → Y i → Zi → 0i are split exact. In this case, we can see that if f, g : X• → Y •
are two morphisms in C(A) then f ∼ g if and only if f − g factors over an S-injective object
I(X•), where I(X•) is the complex ⊕i∈ZX i[i]. Here X is the complex X
0 = X−1 = X
with the identity map and zero elsewhere. If R is an associative ring with identity and set
A = Mod-R, the category of left R-modules, then for any R-module M , the complex M is
an S-projective and S-injective object of an exact category C(Mod-R) (usually abbreviated
to C(R)) with set of exact sequences S as above. In general, for every projective module P ,
the complex
· · · → 0→ P
1
−→ P → 0→ · · ·
is projective. we can also say that any projective complex can be written uniquely as coprod-
uct of such complexes. Dually, if I is an injective module, the complex
· · · → 0→ I
1
−→ I → 0→ · · ·
is injective. Furthermore, up to isomorphism, any injective complex is a direct product of
such complexes. Note that this direct product is in fact direct sum.
2.2. The category of representation of quiver: Let Q be a quiver (a direct graph).
The sets of vertices and arrows are denoted by V (Q) and E(Q) respectively and are usually
abbreviated to V and E. An arrow of a quiver from a vertex v1 to a vertex v2 is denoted
by a : v1 → v2. In this case we write s(a) = v1 the initial (source) vertex and t(a) = v2
the terminal (target) vertex. A path p of a quiver Q is a sequence of arrows an · · · a2a1 with
t(ai) = s(ai+1).
A quiver Q is said to be finite if V and E are finite sets. A path of length l ≥ 1 is called
cycle whenever its source and target coincide. A quiver is called acyclic if it contains no
cycles.
Recall that a category G is called Grothendieck category if it is abelian category with exact
direct limits and a generator. Now let G be a Grothendieck category. A representation X by
objects of G of a given quiver Q is a covariant functor X : Q −→ G, so a representation is
determined by giving object Xv ∈ G to each vertex v of Q and a morphism X (a) : Xv → Xw
in G to each arrow a : v → w of Q. A morphism ϕ between two representations X ,Y is just
a natural transformation between X ,Y as a functor. Indeed, ϕ is a family (ϕv)v∈V of maps
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(fv : Xv −→ Yv)v∈V such that for each arrow a : v −→ w, we have Y(a)ϕv = ϕwX (a) or,
equivalently, the following square is commutative:
Xv
X (a)
//
ϕv

Xw
ϕw

Yv
Y(a)
// Yw
We denoted by Rep(Q,G) the category of all representations of Q by objects of G. It can
be seen that this category is a Grothendieck category. If R is an associative ring with identity
we write Rep(Q, R) (resp. rep(Q, R)) instead of Rep(Q,Mod-R) (resp. Rep(Q,mod-R)). It
is known that the category Rep(Q, R) is equivalent to the category of modules over the path
algebra RQ, whenever Q is a finite quiver.
For any vertex v ∈ V of quiver Q = (V,E), let evG : Rep(Q,G) −→ G be the evaluation
functor defined by evG(X ) = Xv, for any X ∈ Rep(Q,G). It is proved in [EH] that e
v
G has a
right adjoint evρ,G : G −→ Rep(Q,G) given by e
v
ρ,G(M)w =
∏
Q(w,v)M for the object M ∈ G,
where Q(w, v) denotes the set of paths starting in w and terminating in v, and by the natural
projection evρ,G(M)a :
∏
Q(w1,v)
M −→
∏
Q(w2,v)
M for an arrow a : w1 → w2. Moreover, it is
shown that evG admits also a left adjoint e
v
λ,G , defined by e
v
λ,G(M)w =
⊕
Q(v,w)M .
2.3. Model structures and Hovey pairs. Model categories were first introduced by Quillen
[Qui67]. Let C be a category. A model structure on C is a triple (Cof,W,Fib) of classes of
morphisms, called cofibrations, weak equivalences and fibrations, respectively, such that sat-
isfying certain axioms. The definition then was modified by some authors. The one that is
commonly used nowadays is due to Hovey [Hov02]. Hovey discovered that the existence of
a model structure on any abelian category A is equivalent to the existence of two complete
cotorsion pairs in A which are compatible in a precise way. The advantage of the Hovey’s the-
orem is that we can construct a model structure on abelian category A determined by three
class of objects, called cofibrant, trivial and fibrant objects. Recall that an initial object in a
category A is an object ∅ such that for any object X of A, there is a unique morphism ∅ → X .
The dual notion is that of a terminal object. If A is a model category, then it has an initial
object ∅ and terminal object ∗. An object W ∈ A is said to be a trivial object if ∅ → W is
a weak equivalence. An object A ∈ A is said to be a cofibrant (resp. trivially cofibrant) if
∅ → A is a cofibration (resp. trivially cofibration). Dually B ∈ A is fibrant (resp. trivially
fibrant) if B → ∗ is fibration (resp. trivial fibration).
We refer the reader to [DS95] for a readable introduction to model categories and to
[Hov99] for a more in-depth presentation.
In the following we introduce Hovey’s theorem. Let us recall the notion of cotorsion pairs
and Hovey pairs in abelian category. A pair (F , C) of classes of objects of A is said to be a
cotorsion pair if F⊥ = C and F = ⊥C, where the left and right orthogonals are defined as
follows
⊥C := {A ∈ A | Ext1A(A, Y ) = 0, for all Y ∈ C}
and
F⊥ := {A ∈ A | Ext1A(W,A) = 0, for all W ∈ F}.
A cotorsion pair (F , C) is called complete if for every A ∈ A there exist exact sequences
0→ Y →W → A→ 0 and 0→ A→ Y ′ →W ′ → 0,
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where W,W ′ ∈ F and Y, Y ′ ∈ C.
Definition 2.1. A thick subcategory of an abelian category A is a class of objects W which
is closed under direct summands and such that if two out of three of the terms in a short
exact sequence are in W , then so is the third.
For easy reference we now state Hovey’s theorem which is applied in section 3 to obtain
model structure on category of complexes of Rep(Q, R). See [Hov02, Theorem 2.2].
Theorem 2.2. Let A be an abelian category with an abelian model structure. Let C be the
class of cofibrant objects, F the class of fibrant objects andW the class of trivial objects. Then
W is a thick subcategory of A and both (C,W ∩ F) and (C ∩ W ,F) are complete cotorsion
pairs in A. Conversely, given a thick subcategory W and classes C and F making (C,W ∩F)
and (C ∩ W ,F) each complete cotorsion pairs, then there is an abelian model structure on
A where C is the class of cofibrant objects, F is the class of fibrant objects and W is the the
class of trivial objects.
Recently a pair of cotorsion pairs (C,W ∩ F) and (C ∩ W ,F) as in above theorem have
been referred to as Hovey pair. We also call (C,W ,F) a Hovey triple.
2.4. Homotopy category of model category: Model categories are used to give an effec-
tive construction of the localization of categories, where the problem is to convert the class
of weak-equivalence into isomorphisms. Suppose C is a category with a subcategory of W .
The localized category that denoted by C[W−1] is defined in classical algebra. In case C is a
model category with weak equivalence W , define C[W−1] as the Homotopy category associ-
ated to C and denote by HoC. Our reason for not adopting the right notation is that in this
case, we have an identity between the morphisms of localized category and homotopy class
of morphisms under a certain homotopy relation which is determined by the model structure.
The abstract notion of homotopy relation can be found in any references on model category
such as [Hov99], but whenever A is an abelian model category we can determine a homotopy
relation by the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3. Let A be an abelian model category and f, g : X → Y be two morphisms. If X
is cofibrant and Y is fibrant, then f and g are homotopic (we denote by f ∼ g) if and only if
f − g factor through a trivially fibrant and cofibrant object.
Proof. We refer to [Gil11, Proposition 4.4]. 
Finally, we introduce the fundamental theorem about model categories. First we need to
define the notion of cofibrant replacement and fibrant replacement.
Definition 2.4. Let C be a model category. The axioms of model structure on C implies that
any object X ∈ C has a cofibrant resolution consisting of cofibrant object QX ∈ C equipped
with a trivially fibration QX −→ X in C. Dually, X has also a fibrant resolution consisting
of a fibrant object RX ∈ C equipped with a trivially cofibration X −→ RX . The object QX
(resp. RX) is called cofibrant replacement (resp. fibrant replacement) of X .
Theorem 2.5. Let C be a model category. Let γ : C → HoC be the canonical localization
functor, and denote by Ccf the full subcategory given by the objects which are cofibrant and
fibrant.
(1) The composition Ccf → C → HoC induces a category equivalence (Ccf)/ ∼→ HoC,
where Ccf/ ∼ is defined by (Ccf/ ∼)(X,Y ) = Ccf (X,Y )/ ∼.
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(2) If X ∈ C is cofibrant and Y ∈ C is fibrant, then γ induces an isomorphism
C(X,Y )/ ∼
∼= // HoC(γX, γY ) .
In particular, there are canonical isomorphisms C(QX,RY )/ ∼
∼= // HoC(γX, γY )
for arbitrary X,Y ∈ C, whenever QX is a cofibrant replacement of X and RY is a
fibrant replacement of Y .
Proof. We refer to [Hov99, Theorem 1.2.10]. 
3. Componentwise monoidal model structures on C(Rep(Q,G))
Let Q be a quiver and G be a Grothendieck category. In this section we develop a method
for constructing some model structures on C(Rep(Q,G)) where C(Rep(Q,G)) is a category
of all complex X • = (X i, di) which is X i ∈ Rep(Q,G). We will use Hovey Theorem relating
cotorsion pair to construct these model structures.
3.1. Hovey pair in C(Rep(Q,G)). Throughout we use the following notation:
Notation 3.1. Let Q = (V,E) be a quiver and G be a Grothendieck category.
(a) Let F be a class of objects of G. By (Q,F) we mean the class of all representations
X ∈ Rep(Q,G) such that Xv belongs to F for each vertex v ∈ V .
(b) By C(Q,F) we mean the class of all complexes X • ∈ C(Rep(Q,G)) such that X i
belongs to (Q,F) for each i ∈ Z.
Example 3.2. (1) Let Q = (V,E) be a quiver and R be an associative ring with iden-
tity. Suppose that C(R) denote the category of complexes over R and F = Prj-R
is the class of projective R-module. By notation 3.1 (Q,Prj-R) is equal to all repre-
sentations X in Rep(Q, R) such that for each v ∈ V , Xv is a projective R-module.
So C(Q,Prj-R) is the class of all complexes in C(Rep(Q, R)) such that each degree
belongs to (Q,Prj-R). If X • ∈ C(Q,Prj-R), then X • can be regarded as an object of
Rep(Q,C(R)) such that for each v ∈ V , X •v belongs to C(Prj-R), where C(Prj-R) is
the class of all complexes of projective R-modules. Hence by notation 3.1 we can say
that X • ∈ (Q,C(Prj-R)), since C(Prj-R) is a class of C(R). Conversely, it is clear to
see that every object of (Q,C(Prj-R)) can be regarded as an object of C(Q,Prj-R),
hence these two categories have the same objects.
(2) Let Q be the quiver • //// • and F = Prj-C(R). Consider the object P ∈
(Q,Prj-C(R)) given as follows
· · · // 0 //

Q
1Q
//

Q //
0

0 //

0 //

· · ·
· · · // 0 // 0 // P
1P // P // 0 // · · ·
where P and Q are projective R-modules. Now if Prj-C(Rep(Q, R)) is the class
of all projective objects in C(Rep(Q, R)), then P /∈ Prj-C(Rep(Q, R)), since it is
not a complex of projective representations. On the other hand (Q,Prj-C(R)) ⊆
(Q,C(Prj-R)), since Prj-C(R) ⊆ C(Prj-R). Hence by (1) we can say that
Prj-C(Rep(Q, R)) ⊂ (Q,Prj-C(R)) ⊂ (Q,C(Prj-R)).
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Remark 3.3. As we see above, if F is a class of objects of G, then (Q,C(F)) and C(Q,F)
represent exactly the same class of C(Rep(Q,G)). In this paper we need both point of views.
It is clear from the context that which one we have considered.
In the following we need two lemmas. Carrying over the proof of [EHHS, Theorem A] and
[EHHS, Theorem 3.1] verbatim we have respectively:
Lemma 3.4. Let Q be an acyclic finite quiver and G be a Grothendieck category. Let F be a
class of objects of G. Then the pair ((Q,F), (Q,F)⊥) (resp. (⊥(Q,F), (Q,F))) is a complete
cotorsion pair if and only if the pair (F ,F⊥) (resp. (⊥F ,F)) is so.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem [EHHS, Theorem A] by putting (Q,F) =
ξ and F = Vξ. 
Lemma 3.5. Let Q be an acyclic finite quiver and G be a Grothendieck category. Let F be
a class of objects of G. If F contain generator of G, then X ∈ (Q,F)⊥ (resp. X ∈ ⊥(Q,F))
if and only if the following hold.
(i) For any vertex v, Xv ∈ F⊥ (resp. Xv ∈ ⊥F).
(ii) For any vertex v, the map ηX ,v : Xv → ⊕s(a)=vXt(a) (resp. ξX ,v : ⊕t(a)=vXs(a) → Xv)
is an epimorphism (resp. a monomorphism) and Ker(ηX ,v) ∈ F⊥ (resp. Coker(ξX ,v) ∈
⊥F).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem [EHHS, Theorem 3.1] by putting (Q,F) =
ξ and F = Vξ. 
By lemma 3.4 we immediately get the next result.
Corollary 3.6. Let Q be an acyclic finite quiver and G be a Grothendieck category. Let (F , C)
be a complete cotorsion pair in C(G), then (C(Q,F),C(Q,F)⊥) and (⊥C(Q, C),C(Q, C)) are
complete cotorsion pairs.
Proof. Since C(G) is a Grothendieck category, therefore by using lemma 3.4 we are done. 
Definition 3.7. Let G be a Grothendieck category. Suppose that (A,B) and (F , C) are
two complete cotorsion pairs in C(G). We say that they are compatible (or Hovey Pair) if
B = C ∩ E and F = A ∩ E where E is the class of all exact complexes in C(G).
Proposition 3.8. Let Q be an acyclic finite quiver and G be a Grothendieck category. Sup-
pose that (A,B) and (F , C) is a Hovey pair in C(G), then
(a) (C(Q,A),C(Q,A)⊥) and (C(Q,F),C(Q,F)⊥) is a Hovey pair in C(Rep(Q,G)).
(b) (⊥C(Q,B),C(Q,B)) and (⊥C(Q, C)),C(Q, C)) is a Hovey pair in C(Rep(Q,G)).
Proof. The two statements are dual. We will prove the first one. First of all by lemma 3.4
(C(Q,A),C(Q,A)⊥) and (C(Q,F),C(Q,F)⊥) are complete cotorsion pairs. So we show that
these cotorsion pairs are compatible. To this point we use lemma 3.5. Since F = ⊥C, therefore
its contains generator of C(R). By assumption we have B = C ∩ E and F = A ∩ E . Let EQ
be the class of all exact complexes in C(Rep(Q,G)). We have to show that C(Q,A)⊥ =
C(Q,F)⊥∩EQ and C(Q,F) = C(Q,A)∩EQ. The second equality is trivial, since F = A∩E .
For the first equality first of all we note that A⊥ = F⊥∩E , since B = C∩E , (A,B) and (F , C)
are cotorsion pair. Now let X • ∈ C(Q,A)⊥. By Lemma 3.5 X • satisfy in two conditions (i)
and (ii), hence for all v ∈ V we have X •v ∈ A
⊥, ηX ,v is an epimorphism and Ker(ηX ,v) ∈ A⊥.
Therefore X •v ,Ker(ηX ,v) ∈ F
⊥, hence X •v ∈ (Q,F)
⊥. On the other hand X • ∈ EQ, since
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X •v ∈ E for all v ∈ V . Therefore X
• ∈ C(Q,F)⊥ ∩ EQ.
Conversely, let Y• ∈ C(Q,F)⊥∩EQ. Since Y• ∈ C(Q,F)⊥, hence by Lemma 3.5 for all v ∈ V
we have Yv ∈ F⊥, ηY,v is an epimorphism and Ker(ηY,v) ∈ F⊥. We also have Ker(ηY,v) ∈ E ,
since Yv ∈ E for each vertex v ∈ V . Therefore Ker(ηY,v),Yv ∈ F⊥ ∩ E = A⊥ for all v ∈ V .
Now by Lemma 3.5 we can say that Y• ∈ C(Q,A)⊥. So we are done. 
As we mentioned above, one method for creating complete cotorsion pair in C(Rep(Q,G))
is by starting with a complete cotorsion pair in C(G) and then using this pair to find related
pairs in C(Q). We also saw how a Hovey pair in C(G) gives us a Hovey pair in C(Rep(Q,G)).
So we can use Hovey’s Theorem relating cotorsion pairs to model category structures and
construct new model structures on C(Rep(Q,G)). In the paper [Gil04] Gillespie applied
Hovey’s approach to define new and interesting abelian model structure in the category
of unbounded complexes C(R). This approach was also followed in [EEI] in order to find
new classes which give rise to new abelian model structures in the category of unbounded
complexes on Grothendieck category G. These two articles have one thing in common: They
start with a complete cotorsion pair in a Grothendieck category G and then use this pair to
find a new cotorsion pair in C(G). In the following, we summarize these several classes of
complexes.
Let G be a Grothendieck category endowed with faithful functor U : G → Set, where Set
denotes the category of sets. We also assume that there exists an infinite regular cardinal λ
such that for each M ∈ G and any set S ⊆M with |S| < λ, there is a subobject N ⊆M such
that S ⊆ N ⊆ M and |N | < λ. Let (F , C) be a complete cotorsion pair in G. Consider the
following subclasses of C(G):
C(F) = {X• ∈ C(G) | X i ∈ F , ∀i ∈ Z}
ex(F) = C(F) ∩ E .
F˜ = {X• ∈ E | Zi(X•) ∈ F , ∀i ∈ Z}
C˜ = {X• ∈ E | Zi(X•) ∈ C, ∀i ∈ Z}
dg-F˜ = {X• ∈ C(F) | Hom(X•, C•) is exact, ∀C• ∈ C}
dg-C˜ = {X• ∈ C(C) | Hom(F •, X•) is exact, ∀F • ∈ F}
Let F contain the generator G of G. Then we have the following Hovey pairs:
(1) If F is closed under taking kernels of epimorphisms, then the pairs (dg-F˜ , C˜) and
(F˜ , dg-C˜) are a Hovey pair. Note that there are three important model structures on
the category of C(R). Put F = Prj-R, then we have the projective model structure
that is written down by Hovey [Hov99]. Joyal [Jo] constructed the injective model
structure on C(G) and then Beke [Bek] wrote down this model structure. For this
model structure it is enough to put C = Inj-G. Finally by putting F = FlatR, we
have the flat model structure that is written down by Gillespie [Gil04].
(2) The pairs (C(F),C(F)⊥) and (ex(F), ex(F)⊥) are a Hovey pair, see [EEI, Theorem
5.1].
(3) The pairs (⊥C(C),C(C)) and (⊥ex(F), ex(F)) are a Hovey pair, see [EEI, Theorem
5.1].
Corollary 3.9. Let (F , C) be a complete cotorsion pair in Grothendieck category G and such
that the class F contains a generator of G and F is closed under kernels of epimorphisms.
Then there is a model structure on C(Rep(Q,G)) which we call componentwise F˜-model
structure, where the weak equivalences are the homology isomorphisms, the cofibrations (resp.
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trivial cofibrations) are the monomorphisms with cokernels in (Q, dg-F˜) (resp, (Q, F˜)), and
the fibrations (resp. trivial fibrations) are the epimorphisms whose kernels are in (Q, F˜)
⊥
(resp. (Q, dg-F˜)
⊥
).
Proof. The proof is a consequence of item (1) above and Proposition 3.8(a) and Theorem
2.2. 
Corollary 3.10. Let (F , C) be a complete cotorsion pair in Grothendieck category G and such
that the class F contains a generator of G and F is closed under kernels of epimorphisms.
Then there is a model structure on C(Rep(Q,G)) which we call componentwise C˜-model struc-
ture, where the weak equivalences are the homology isomorphisms, the cofibrations (resp. triv-
ial cofibrations) are the monomorphisms with cokernels in ⊥(Q, C˜) (resp, ⊥(Q, dg-C˜)), and
the fibrations(resp. trivial fibrations) are the epimorphisms whose kernels are in (Q, dg-C˜)
(resp. (Q, C˜)).
Proof. The proof is a consequence of item (1) above and Proposition 3.8(b) and Theorem
2.2. 
Corollary 3.11. Let (F , C) be a complete cotorsion pair in Grothendieck category G and
such that the class F contains a generator of G. Then there is an abelian model structure
in C(Rep(Q,G)), where the weak equivalences are the homology isomorphisms, the cofibra-
tions (resp. trivial cofibrations) are the monomorphisms with cokernels in (Q,C(F)) (resp,
(Q, ex(F))), and the fibrations (resp. trivial fibrations) are the epimorphisms whose kernels
are in (Q, ex(F))⊥ (resp. (Q,C(F))⊥).
Proof. The proof is a consequence of item (2) above and Proposition 3.8(a) and Theorem
2.2. 
Corollary 3.12. Let (F , C) be a complete cotorsion pair in Grothendieck category G and
such that the class F contains a generator of G. Then there is an abelian model structure
in C(Rep(Q,G)), where the weak equivalences are the homology isomorphisms, the cofibra-
tions (resp. trivial cofibrations) are the monomorphisms with cokernels in ⊥(Q,C(C)) (resp,
⊥(Q, ex(C))), and the fibrations (resp. trivial fibrations) are the epimorphisms whose kernels
are in (Q, ex(C)) (resp. (Q,C(C))).
Proof. The proof is a consequence of item (3) above and Proposition 3.8(b) and Theorem
2.2. 
3.2. Monoidal model structure on C(Rep(Q,G)). Let Q = (V,E) be an acyclic finite
quiver and G be a Grothendieck category. We will show that if we have a monoidal model
structure on C(G), then we can construct a monoidal model structure on C(Rep(Q,G)). One
of the reasons we are interested in monoidal category is that its homotopy category is also
a symmetric monoidal category. We will remind the reader of the definition below; for more
detail, see [Hov99, Chapter 4].
In the category theory a symmetric monoidal category is a category C equipped with
a functor ⊗ : C × C −→ C, called the tensor product, a unit object S ∈ C, a natural
associativity isomorphism aX,Y,Z : (X ⊗ Y ) ⊗ Z −→ X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z), a natural left unit
isomorphism λX : S ⊗X −→ X , a natural right unit isomorphism ρX : X ⊗ S −→ X and a
natural isomorphism BX,Y : X⊗Y −→ Y ⊗X called the braiding, such that three coherence
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diagram commute. These coherence diagrams can be found in any references on category
such as [ML71].
A symmetric monoidal category C is closed if for all objects, X ∈ C the functor − ⊗X :
C −→ C has a right adjoint functor.
Now suppose that C(G) is a closed symmetric monoidal category equipped with the ten-
sor product ⊗ and unit object S. In the following we will show that C(Rep(Q,G)) is a
closed symmetric monoidal category. To this point we define a new tensor product ⊗cw
on C(Rep(Q,G)). Let X = (Xv, ϕa)v∈V,a∈E and Y = (Yv, ψa)v∈V,a∈E be two objects in
C(Rep(Q,G)). For each vertex v ∈ V , define (X ⊗cw Y)v = Xv ⊗ Yv, and for each arrow
a : v −→ w, define (X ⊗cw Y)v
ϕa⊗cwψa
// (X ⊗cw Y)w by Xv ⊗ Yv
ϕa⊗ψa
// Xw ⊗ Yw . We also
define the unit object S in C(Rep(Q,G)) as follows:
For each vertex v ∈ V , set Sv = S and for each arrow a : v −→ w, consider Sv −→ Sw as a
identity morphism.
It is straightforward to check that (C(Rep(Q,G)),⊗cw,S) is a symmetric monoidal cat-
egory, since (C(G),⊗, S) is so. Let X be an arbitrary object in C(Rep(Q,G)). Since the
functor −⊗cwX is right exact and preserves direct sums, it will have a right adjiont functor.
Hence (C(Rep(Q,G)),⊗cw,S) is closed.
Now suppose that we have an abelian model structure on C(G) with (A,B), (F , C) as a
Hovey pair. Hovey in [Hov02, Theorem 7.2] determine conditions on the functorially Hovey
pair under which the resulting model structure will be compatible with the tensor product.
To see that the model structure is monoidal ( with respect to the tensor product ⊗) we will
prove the hypotheses of Hovey’s Theorem 7.2. So we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.13. Suppose that we have a monoidal model structure on C(G) with respect to
tensor product ⊗. Then there is a monoidal model structure on C(Rep(Q,G)) with respect to
tensor product ⊗cw.
Proof. Let (A,B), (F , C) be a Hovey pair in C(G). By proposition 3.8 ((Q,A), (Q,A)⊥) and
((Q,F), (Q,F)⊥) is a Hovey pair in C(Rep(Q,G)). So the class of cofibrant object is equal to
(Q,A) and trivial cofibrant is equal to (Q,F). In view of [Hov02, Theorem 7.2] taking P to be
the class of all short exact sequences in C(Rep(Q,G)). Then we observe that Hovey’s notion
of P-pure short exact sequence in this case just means a short exact sequence of complexes
in C(Rep(Q,G)) that is pure in each vertex v ∈ V . According to the Hovey’s theorem it is
easy to check that all conditions (a), (b), (c) and (d) satisfy with respect to ⊗cw, since we
have these condition for ⊗. 
4. Some descriptions of D(Q)
Let Q be an acyclic finite quiver and R be an associative ring with identity. In this
section we introduce some descriptions of the derived category of representations of Q in
Mod-R. We write D(Q) (resp. K(Q), C(Q)) instead of D(Rep(Q, R)) (resp. K(Rep(Q, R)),
C(Rep(Q, R))).
Let E be the class of exact complexes of R-modules. Recall that a complex X• is DG-
projective (DG-injective) if each Xn is projective (resp. injective) and if Hom(X•, E•) (resp.
Hom(E•, X•)) is an exact complex for all E• ∈ E . We denote by DGPrj-R (DGInj-R) the
class of all DG-projective (resp. DG-injective) complexes of R-modules. Since there is an
equivalence between Rep(Q, R) and Mod-RQ, we can define the concept of DG-Projective
(DG-injective) complexes of representations of quiver Q as the image of DG-projective (resp.
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DG-injective) complexes of RQ-modules, under this equivalence. By [ABHV, Theorem 4.2.7],
a complex X • ∈ C(Q) is a DG-projective if and only if for every vertex v ∈ V , X •v is a DG-
projective complex in C(R). Throughout this section we use the following four different
classes of representation of quiver Q:
• Prjop-Q = all representations X ∈ Rep(Q, R) such that for every vertex v, Xv is a
projective module and the map ηX ,v : Xv → ⊕s(a)=vXt(a) is split epimorphism.
• Injop-Q = all representations X ∈ Rep(Q, R) such that for every vertex v, Xv is
injective module and the map ξX ,v : ⊕t(a)=vXs(a) → Xv is split monomorphism.
• DGPrjop-Q = all representation X • ∈ Rep(Q,C(R)) such that for every vertex v, X •v
is DG-projective complexes of R-modules and the map ηX •,v is split epimorphism.
• DGInjop-Q = all representation X • ∈ Rep(Q,C(R)) such that for every vertex v, X •v
is DG-injective complexes of R-modules and the map ξX •,v is split monomorphism.
Consider the complete cotorsion pair (F , C) = (Prj-R,Mod-R). As we know before, the
pair (dg-F˜ , C˜) is a complete cotorsion pair in C(R). In this case, dg-F˜ is exactly equal to the
class of all DG-projective complexes of R-modules. Therefore by corollary 3.9 we have the
componentwise projective model structure on C(Q) such that
((Q,DGPrj-R), (Q,DGPrj-R)⊥) , ((Q,Prj-C(R)), (Q,Prj-C(R))⊥)
is a Hovey pair. Clearly the homotopy category of this model structure is equal to D(Q). As
we see in example 3.2 this model structure is different than well known projective model struc-
ture on C(Q). In the following we introduce some applications of componentwise projective
model structureon C(Q). First, we start with an example.
Example 4.1. Let Q be the quiver
2 3
1
and X • ∈ C(Q). Consider the componentwise projective model structure on C(Q). We want
to characterize a cofibrant replacement of X •. By definition 2.4 and corollary 3.9 if QX •
is the cofibrant replacement of X •, then QX • ∈ (Q,DGPrj-R) and QX •
ρ
−→ X • must be
epimorphism such that Kerρ ∈ (Q,DGPrj-R)⊥, i.e. for each vertex v ∈ V , (Kerρ)v ∈ E and
ηker ρ,v is epimorphism. We construct QX • in two steps.
Step 1. Since (DGPrj-R, E) is a complete cotorsion pair in C(R), hence for each vertex
v ∈ V consider P • as a DG-projective resolution of X •v . By lifting property there exists P such
that P
ρ
−→ X • is epimorphism. Now consider the short exact sequence 0→ K
ı
−→ P
ρ
−→ X • → 0.
Clearly for each vertex v ∈ V , Kv ∈ E but ηK,v is not necessarily epimorphism.
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Step 2. Let K
ı
−→ P be as follows
K•2
ı2 // P •2
K•1
k2
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
k3
!!
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
ı1 // P •1
p2
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
p3
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
K•3
ı3 // P •3
Since ηK,2 : K
•
2 → 0 and ηK,3 : K
•
3 → 0, hence in order to show that for each vertex v ∈ V ,
ηK,v is epimorphism we just need to focus on ηK,1 : K
•
1 −→ K
•
2 ⊕K
•
3 . Consider a chain map
P •Ki
pii−→ K•i such that P
•
Ki
is a projective complex and πi is an epimorphism, for i = 2, 3.
Now consider K′
ı′
−→ P ′ as the following diagram:
K•2
ı2 // P •2
K•1 ⊕ P
•
K2
⊕ P •K3
[
k2
pi2
0
]
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
[
k3
0
pi3
]
&&◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
[
ı1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
]
// P •1 ⊕ P
•
K2
⊕ P •K3
[
p2
pi2
0
]
88qqqqqqqqqqqq
[
p3
0
pi3
]
&&▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
K•3
ı3 // P •3
Clearly Cok(ı′) is equal to X • and ηK′,1 is epimorphism. But P
′ is a cofibrant object. Indeed
we add projective complexes in vertex 1 of P , so each vertex of P ′ is DG-projective complex.
Hence we introduce P ′ as a cofibrant replacement of X •.
As we saw above in spite of ordinary projective model structure on C(Q), the cofibrant
replacement is obtained by considering a DG-projective resolution in each vertex and we do
not care about arrows.
In the following we need more focus on the homotopy relation of this model structure.
4.0.1. Homotopy relation of componentwise projective model structure. Let Q be an acyclic
finite quiver. Consider the componentwise projective model structure on C(Q). Let C (resp,
F) be a class of cofibrant (resp. fibrant) objects and W be a class of trivial objects in this
model structure. As we know above C = (Q,DGPrj-R), W = EQ and F = (Q,Prj-C(R))
⊥
.
To understand the homotopy relation on this model structure we use lemma 2.3. By lemma
3.4 we can say that X • is fibrant object if and only if for each vertex v ∈ V , ηX •,v is an
epimorphism. Furthermore the class C ∩W = (Q,Prj-C(R)). Hence the class C ∩W ∩ F is
exactly equal to all objects X • ∈ C(Q) such that satisfy in the following conditions:
(>)
(1) X •v ∈ Prj-C(R) for each vertex v ∈ V
(2) For each vertex v ∈ V, ηX •,v : X •v →
⊕
s(a)=v X
•
t(a) is epimorphism.
.
So by lemma 2.3 if X • is cofibrant object and Y• is fibrant object and f, g : X • → Y•
then we say that f and g are homotopic, written f ∼cw g, if and only if f − g factor through
an object P• such that satisfying two conditions in (>) as above.
Next step, we will show the connection between this homotopy relation and ordinary
homotopy relation in C(Q).
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Lemma 4.2. Let Q be an acyclic finite quiver. Consider componentwise projective model
structure on C(Q). If f, g : X • −→ Y• are two morphisms of fibrant and cofibrant objects,
then f ∼cw g if and only if f ∼ g.
Proof. Suppose that f ∼cw g. By assumption f − g factor through an object P• such that
satisfying two conditions in (>). Consider the Frobenius category (C(Q),S), where S is
the collection of short exact sequences in C(Q) of which each term is split short exact in
Rep(Q, R). We show that P• is an S-injective object in this category. By carrying over the
corresponding argument verbatim in proof of Theorem 4.2 in [EER09], we can say that P•
is of the form
⊕
v∈v e
v
ρ,C(R)(P
•
v ), where for any v ∈ V , P
•
v is the kernel of split epimorphism
ηP•,v. Since P
•
v ∈ Prj-C(R), hence P
•
v =
⊕
i∈Z P [i]. Therefore
evρ,C(R)(P
•
v ) = e
v
ρ,C(R)(
⊕
i∈Z
P [i]) =
⊕
i∈Z
evρ,C(R)(P )[i]
It is easy to check that evρ,C(R)(P ) is the complex as follows
· · · → 0→ evρ,R(P )
1
−→ evρ,R(P )→ 0→ · · ·
So we can say that
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ,C(R)(P
•
v ) is an S-injective object in Frobenius category (C(Q),S),
hence f ∼ g.
Conversely, suppose that f ∼ g. Therefore f − g factors over an S-injective object I(X •),
where I(X •) is the complex ⊕i∈ZX i[i]. By assumption X • ∈ C(Q)cf , the full subcategory of
cofibrant and fibrant objects of C(Q), therefore for each v ∈ V , X •v ∈ DGPrj-R and ηX •,v is
split epimorphism. So X • ∈ DGPrjop-Q. Hence we can say that for each i ∈ Z, X i ∈ Prjop-Q
and again in a similar manner of the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [EER09], we can say X i is of
the form
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ,R(P
v) where P v is the kernel of split epimorphism of ηX i,v. So X i is a
direct sum of the complex as follows
· · · → 0→ evρ,R(P
v)
1
−→ evρ,R(P
v)→ 0→ · · ·
Hence we can say that X i =
⊕
v∈V e
v
ρ,C(R)(P
v). Now it is straightforward to check that
I(X •) satisfy in two conditions in (>), so f ∼cw g. 
Theorem 4.3. Let Q be an acyclic finite quiver. Then we have the following equivalence
K(DGPrjop-Q) ∼= D(Q)
Proof. Consider the componentwise projective model structure on C(Q). As we see above
C(Q)cf = DGPrj
op-Q. By lemma 4.2 we can say that:
C(Q)cf/ ∼cw= DGPrj
op-Q/ ∼ .
But we know that DGPrjop-Q/ ∼= K(DGPrjop-Q). On the other hand By Theorem 2.5 part
(1) C(Q)cf/ ∼cw∼= D(Q). So we are done. 
Remark 4.4. Note that in theorem above we introduce a subcategory, differ from subcate-
gory of DG-projective complexes of K(Q) such that equivalent to D(Q) under the canonical
functor K(Q) −→ D(Q).
At the end of this section we will introduce another interpretation of derived category
of complexes of representations of quivers. As we know in general, since Rep(Q, R) is an
abelian category with enough projective objects, D(Q) is as the Verdier quotient of the
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homotopy categoryK(Q) with respect to the thick triangulated subcategoryKac(Q) of acyclic
complexes. In the following we will show that D(Q) is as the verdier quotient of the certain
homotopy categories based on componentwise notion. First we need the following proposition.
Proposition 4.5. Let C be a category, S be a localizing system of morphisms in C, and
B ⊂ C be a full subcategory. Let (a) and either (b1) or (b2) are satisfy, where (a), (b1) and
(b2) are the following conditions:
(a) SB = S ∩MorB is localizing system in B, where MorB is the class of all morphism
of B.
(b1) For any s : X
′ → X whit s ∈ S, X ∈ B there exists f : X ′′ → X ′ such that sf ∈ S,
X ′′ ∈ B.
(b1) The same as (b1) with all arrows reversed.
Then B[S−1
B
] is a full subcategory of C[S−1]. More precisely, the canonical functor B[S−1
B
] −→
C[S−1] is fully faithful.
Proof. We refer to [GM, Proposition 3.10]. 
Theorem 4.6. Let Q be an acyclic finite quiver. Then we have the following equivalence
D(Q) ∼= K(Q,Prj-R)/Kac(Q,Prj-R)
where K(Q,Prj-R) (resp. Kac(Q,Prj-R)) is the homotopy category of all (resp. acyclic)
complexes X • ∈ C(Q,Prj-R).
Proof. First we show thatK(Q,Prj-R)/Kac(Q,Prj-R) is a full subcategory ofK(Q)/Kac(Q) =
D(Q). For this purpose we use proposition 4.5. Suppose T = K(Q), T ′ = K(Q,Prj-R) and
S (resp. S ′) equal to all quasi-isomorphisms in C(Q) (resp. C(Q,Prj-R)). Clearly
K(Q)/Kac(Q) = T [S
−1] , K(Q,Prj-R)/Kac(Q,Prj-R) = T
′[S ′
−1
].
We want to check two conditions (a) and (b1) in proposition 4.5. Clearly S ′ = Mor(T ′)∩S.
Let s : X ′ → X be a morphism in S and X ∈ T ′. Now consider the complete cotor-
sion pair (Prj-R,Mod-R) in Mod-R. By [EEI, Theorem 3.1], (C(Prj-R),C(Prj-R)
⊥
) is a
complete cotorsion pair in C(R). So by corollary 3.6 we have a complete cotorsion pair
(C(Q,Prj-R),C(Q,Prj-R)⊥) in C(Q). Since (C(Q,Prj-R),C(Q,Prj-R)⊥) has enough projec-
tive we have a short exact sequence 0 → P → L
s′
−→ X ′ → 0 such that L ∈ C(Q,Prj-R)
and P ∈ C(Q,Prj-R)⊥. But clearly DGPrj-(Q) ⊆ C(Q,Prj-R), hence C(Q,Prj-R)⊥ ⊆
DGPrj-(Q)⊥ = EQ. Therefore s′ ∈ S. So in condition (b1) of proposition 4.5 we set
X = X , X ′ = X ′ and X ′′ = L. Hence X ′′ ∈ T ′ and s ◦ s′ ∈ S. This shows that
K(Q,Prj-R)/Kac(Q,Prj-R) →֒ K(Q)/Kac(Q) is fully faithful.
Now let X ∈ K(Q). Consider again the complete cotorsion pair (C(Q,Prj-R),C(Q,Prj-R)⊥)
in C(Q) as above. So we have a short exact sequence 0 → N → M
s′
−→ X → 0 such that
M ∈ C(Q,Prj-R) and N ∈ C(Q,Prj-R)⊥ ⊆ EQ. Since N is an acyclic complex hence
M
s′
−→ X is a quasi-isomorphism. Therefore K(Q,Prj-R)/Kac(Q,Prj-R) →֒ K(Q)/Kac(Q) is
dense. 
Remark 4.7. The results of this section can be stated in a dual manner for the injective
case. We obtain dual forms of theorems 4.3 and 4.6. In fact, if we consider the complete
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cotorsion pair (Mod-R, Inj-R), by corollary 3.10 we have the componentwise injective model
structure on C(Q) such that
(⊥(Q, Inj-C(R)), (Q, Inj-C(R))) , (⊥(Q,DGInj-R), (Q,DGInj-R))
is a Hovey pair. The homotopy category of this model structure is equal to D(Q) and we
have the following equivalence
K(DGInjop-Q) ∼= D(Q)
Also by [EEI, Theorem 3.1] we have a complete cotorsion pair (⊥C(Inj-R),C(Inj-R)) in C(R).
So in a dual manner of proof of theorem 4.6 we have the following equivalence
D(Q) ∼= K(Q, Inj-R)/Kac(Q, Inj-R)
.
5. Morphism categories
Let R be an associative ring with identity. The morphism categoryH(R) has as objects the
maps f in Mod-R, and morphisms are given by commutative diagrams. This category is an
abelian category, in fact it is equivalent to Mod-T2(R), where T2(R) =
(
R R
0 R
)
. If f : A→ B
is an object of H(R) we will write either
(A
f
−→ B) or
A
↓f
B
Now consider two full subcategories of H(R). The monomorphism category (Also known as
submodule categories) S(R) of Mod-R is by definition the full subcategory ofH(R) consisting
of all monomorphisms in Mod-R and the corresponding subcategory F(R) of H(R) of all
epimorphisms in Mod-R.
These three categories are related by the kernel and cokernel functors:
Cok : H(R)→ F(R), (A
f
−→ B) 7→ (B
can
−−→ Coker(f))
Ker : H(R)→ S(R), (A
g
−→ B) 7→ (Ker(g)
incl
−−→ A)
The restrictions of the kernel and cokernel functors
Ker : F(R)→ S(R), Cok : S(R)→ F(R)
induce a pair of inverse equivalences.
In this section we introduce an auto-equivalence of ψ : D(H(R)) −→ D(H(R)). As a result
of this equivalence we can define an equivalence ψ0 : H(R) −→ H(R) such that it is an
extension of the equivalence between S(R) and F(R) given by kernel and cokernel functor.
For this we need some preparation:
First note that the functor Cok can be naturally extended to a functor C(S(R)) −→
C(F(R)) which we denote by Cok•. Indeed, let
X • : · · · −→
X3
↓f3
Y3
∂3−→
X2
↓f2
Y2
∂2−→
X1
↓f1
Y1
∂1−→ · · ·
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be an object of C(S(R)), then Cok•(X •) define as follows:
· · · −→
Y3
↓
Cok(f3)
∂3−→
Y2
↓
Cok(f2)
∂2−→
Y1
↓
Cok(f1)
∂1−→ · · ·
Dually, we can define the functor Ker•. Note that (Ker•,Cok•) is a pair of inverse equivalence,
since (Ker,Cok) is so. We also see that the functor Cok• can be naturally extended to a
functor K(S(R)) −→ K(F(R)) which we denote by Cok•. This functor is an equivalence of
homotopy categories.
As we know above, an object X ∈ H(R) can be considered as an object of Rep(A2, R)
whenever A2 is the quiver • // // • . So if we consider DGPrj
op-A2 as defined in section 4,
then there is an equivalence
Cok• : K(DGPrj-A2)
∼=
−→ K(DGPrjop-A2)
So we define an auto-equivalence ψ : D(H(R)) −→ D(H(R)) as composition of the following
equivalence functors
D(H(R)) ∼= D(A2)
ψ
//❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ D(A2) ∼= D(H(R))
K(DGPrj-A2)
∼=
OO
Cok• // K(DGPrjop-A2)
∼=
OO
Note that the left vertical equivalence is well known and right vertical equivalence is obtained
by Theorem 4.3. The quasi-inverse of ψ that we denote by ψ−1 define by compositions of
D(H(R)) ∼= D(A2)
∼=→ K(DGPrjop-A2)
Ker•
→ K(DGPrj-A2)
∼=→ D(A2) ∼= D(H(R))
Since there exists a full and faithful functor H(R) −→ D(H(R)), hence we can define an
equivalence ψ0 : H(R) −→ H(R) as follows:
Let (A
f
−→ B) be an object in H(R). We identify this object in D(A2) as a complex
concentrated in degree zero. Consider a projective resolution of (A
f
−→ B) as follows:
· · · −→
Q2
↓p2
P2
∂2−→
Q1
↓p1
P1
∂1−→
Q0
↓p0
P0
∂0−→
A
↓f
B
−→ 0
Let P• be the deleted projective resolution above. Apply the functor Cok• to P•. Then
consider Cok(Cok•(P•)1 → Cok
•(P•)0) as the image of (A
f
−→ B) under ψ0. Likewise one
can use ψ−1 to define the quasi-inverse of ψ0, that we denote by ψ
−1
0 .
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Putting all together we have the following commutative diagram:
D(H(R))
ψ
// D(H(R))
ψ−1
mm
H(R)
?
OO
ψ0
// H(R)
?
OO
ψ−1
0
ll
S(R)
?
OO
Cok // F(R)
?
OO
Ker
ll
As a consequence of the above we have the following corollary:
Corollary 5.1. Let X = (X1 → X2) and Y = (Y1 → Y2) be two objects in H(R). Then we
have the following isomorphism:
Exti
H(R)(X ,Y)
∼= ExtiH(R)(ψ0(X ), ψ0(Y)).
In particular, if X ,Y ∈ S(R), then we have the following isomorphism:
Exti
H(R)(X ,Y)
∼= ExtiH(R)(Cok(X ),Cok(Y)).
Proof. Consider X and Y in D(H(R)) as a complex concentrated in degree zero. As we see
above there are isomorphisms as follows:
HomD(H(R))(X ,Y[i]) ∼= HomD(H(R))(ψ(X ), ψ(Y[i])) ∼= HomD(H(R))(ψ0(X ), ψ0(Y[i])).
On the other hand
HomD(H(R))(X ,Y[i]) ∼= Ext
i
H(R)(X ,Y)
and
HomD(H(R))(ψ0(X ), ψ0(Y[i])) ∼= Ext
i
H(R)(ψ0(X ), ψ0(Y))
So we are done. 
In the following we express these results in the case of finitely generated R-modules. We
denote by H(R) the category of all maps f in mod-R and S(R) (resp. F(R)) the full
subcategory of H(R) consisting of all monomorphism (resp. epimorphism) maps. First we
need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2. Let R be a noetherian ring. Then we have the following equivalence
K
−,b(prjop-A2) ∼= D
b(rep(A2, R)) ∼= D
b(H(R))
where K−,b(prjop-A2) is the homotopy category of all bounded above complexes with bounded
homologies and all entries in prjop-A2.
Proof. Let X • ∈ K−,b(prjop-A2). Then for v = 1, 2, X •v is exactly a bounded above complex
of projective R-modules, hence X •v ∈ DGPrj-R. Therefore we can say that K
−,b(prjop-A2) is
a full subcategory of K(DGPrjop-A2), so we have the following commutative diagram. Note
that the equivalence of the first row follows from Theorem 4.3.
K(DGPrjop-A2)
∼= // D(Rep(A2, R))
K−,b(prjop-A2)
?
OO
Φ // Db(rep(A2, R))
?
OO
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This diagram shows that Φ is full and faithful. Now we show that Φ is dense. To this purpose
it is enough to show that any object of the form (X1 → X2) ∈ Db(rep(A2, R)) (as a complex
concentrated in degree zero) belongs to ImΦ. In a similar way of the example 4.1 we can
construct a cofibrant replacement of (X1 → X2). Suppose that (P •1 → P
•
2 ) is a cofibrant
replacement of (X1 → X2) such that P •1 and P
•
2 are DG-projective resolutions of X1 and X2
respectively. Now consider the following short exact sequence.
0 // P •2
1 // P •2 // 0 // 0
0 // 0 //
OO
P •1
1 //
OO
P •1 //
OO
0
By componentwise projective model structure on C(A2), (P
•
1 → 0) is a fibrant object. On
the other hand in order to find fibrant replacement of (0 → P •2 ) just consider the following
digram
P •2
1P•
2 //

P •2
0
OO
0 // Q•
pi
OO
where Q• is a projective complex and π is an epimorphism. Note that the cokernel of
ı = (1P•
2
, 0) is equal to (Q• → 0), hence (Q• → P •2 ) is a fibrant replacement of (0 → P
•
2 ).
Now we then take the pushout to get the commutative diagram below.
0

0

0

(0→ P •2 ) //
PO

(P •1 → P
•
2 ) //

(P •1 → 0)
(Q• → P •2 ) //

(P ′
• → Q′•) //

(P •1 → 0)
(Q• → 0)

(Q• → 0)

0 0
Since the class of fibrant object closed under extension, hence (P ′
• → Q′•) is a fibrant
object, so it is a fibrant replacement of (P •1 → P
•
2 ). Therefore (P
′• → Q′•) is cofibrant and
fibrant object such that P ′
•
, Q′
•
are complexes of finitely generated projective R-modules and
bounded above, since R is a noetherian and X1, X2 are finitely generated R-modules. Hence,
(P ′
• → Q′•) ∈ C−,b(prjop-A2). In addition by theorem 4.3 (P
′• → Q′•) is quasi-isomorphism
to (X1 → X2), so we are done. 
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By using above lemma and in a similar way to define auto equivalences ψ and ψ0 we have
the following diagram in the case of finitely generated R-modules.
Db(H(R))
ϕ
// Db(H(R))
ϕ−1
mm
H(R)
?
OO
ϕ0
// H(R)
?
OO
ϕ−1
0
ll
S(R)
?
OO
Cok // F(R)
?
OO
Ker
ll
Remark 5.3. Let Λ be an associative locally bounded k-algebra, Ringel and Schmidmeier
in [RS1] showed that by using approximations and the equivalence between S(Λ) and F(Λ),
corresponding Auslander-Reiten sequences are obtained for the categories S(Λ) and F(Λ).
It seems that the equivalence ϕ : Db(H(Λ)) → Db(H(Λ)) allows us to introduce a derived
version of the result of Ringel and Schmidmeier.
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